Profiled & Tumbled Solid Masonry Units

The same process that created our best selling Coventry® line of Pavers and Retaining Wall Systems is now available in a mortared wall application. The first offering in our new Coventry Masonry Wall Systems™ is BishopStone™, a softly textured product that comes in 14 sizes to create beautiful ashlar patterns typically only found with natural stone.

High compressive strength (>7,000 psi), low moisture absorption (<5%), and modular sizes make BishopStone a superior performer.
Sizes And Approximate Pieces Per Cube*

*The pieces per cube for each size are approximate, and will vary from cube to cube. The total square feet will always equal or exceed the number stated.

Sizes:
- 13.4" x 13.4" (8 pieces)
- 13.4" x 5.5" (24 pieces)
- 11.4" x 5.5" (24 pieces)
- 13.4" x 9.5" (16 pieces)
- 11.4" x 3.5" (24 pieces)
- 9.5" x 5.5" (16 pieces)
- 9.5" x 3.5" (16 pieces)

Colors:
- Dakota Blend
- Pewter Blend
- Harvest Blend

Packaging:
- 98.6 square feet of wall material yields 103 square feet of mortared wall with a nominal 3/8" joint
- 4,056 lbs./cube (approximate)
- Palletized & stretch-wrapped.

Sizes: 14 different sizes, each 3 5/8" thick

Insist On The Best.
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